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The popular Sea Ray 290 Sun Sport is a perfect family cruiser due to its large spacious cockpit and
aft deck sunpad. This Sea Ray is sporty yet practical and is one of the best maintained on the
market. The cosy accommodation below deck also provides means for short trips away. This
particular model is fitted with cushion pads on the bow for soaking up the Spanish sunshine, and
features that all important fridge to keep those drinks cold and refreshing. If later in the day you’re
looking for some shade, the Bimini cover extends over the cockpit and seating area to keep you and
your friends or family comfortable and cool. One of the most exciting options fitted to this model is
the extended bathing platform and swim ladder. Perfect for water level activities, whether you just
like to dip your toes or whether you dive right in to the blue. The extended platform increases your
deck space making this boat that bit more practical for a full day or few on the waves. With easy
access back on-board with an extendable bathing ladder, she is a dream to use and has been
thoroughly thought out by the her Sea Ray designers. We can’t think of a sports weekender more
suited to the Spanish coast and Sea Ray are known for making boats that look great on the water,
with her sporty lines she is sure to turn heads. She won’t be around for long so viewings are highly
recommended. Message us now.
Additional items
Extended bathing platform option with Bathing Ladder Battery Charger Bimini, Bow Cushions Electric
Engine Door Hatch Fridge, Stereo system Trim Tabs
Disclaimer
The Company offers the details of this vessel in good faith but cannot guarantee or warrant the
accuracy of this information nor warrant the condition of the vessel. A buyer should instruct his
agents, or his surveyors, to investigate such details as the buyer desires validated. This vessel is
offered subject to prior sale, price change, or withdrawal without notice.
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